Mantel correlogram of the Hellinger-transformed species data (a, vascular plant; b, Carabidae; c, Geometridae; d, Arctiinae ). Black squares indicate significant multivariate spatial correlation after Holm correction for multiple testing. The abscissa is labeled in meters since this is the unit of the data used to construct the distance classes.
MRM results based on the selection of different independent variable matrices, with specific resulting R-square terms in each regression representing a unique combination of eight fractions in the variation of taxonomical dissimilarity between plots pairs. PT, pure variation explained by another taxonomical dissimilarity matrix; PE, pure variation explained by environmental distances; PG, pure variation explained by geographic distances; CTE, combined variation explained by another taxonomical dissimilarity and environmental distances; CTG, combined variation explained by another taxonomical dissimilarity and geographic distances; CEG, combined variation explained by environmental and geographic distances; CTEG, combined variation explained by all three matrices and UV, unexplained variance. 
